Dear Board of Directors,

The undersigned 211 investors representing nearly over US$7 trillion in assets under management are writing to express our concern regarding companies’ results in the Corporate Human Rights Benchmark (CHRB). ¹

The Investor Alliance for Human Rights is a collective action platform for responsible investment. Its members include asset management firms, public pension funds, trade union funds, faith-based institutions, family funds, and endowments. Collectively, they represent more than US$5 trillion in assets under management in 18 countries.

As investors,² we expect companies to demonstrate their respect for human rights across their operations and value chains, including through (1) the disclosure of strong public commitments on human rights, (2) explanations of rigorous human rights due diligence processes, and (3) transparent mechanisms that enable remediation of negative impacts. We believe these actions can ameliorate risks to business, including operational delays, reputational harm, financial loss, and legal liabilities.³

Human rights due diligence is a key element in corporate respect for human rights, as detailed in the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs) and the OECD Due Diligence Guidance for Responsible Business Conduct. In addition to the CHRB, numerous publicly available resources provide guidance to help companies fulfill the due diligence expectations laid out by these frameworks.⁴

Yet, based on the latest CHRB ranking, which assessed the largest publicly traded companies in high-risk sectors against five human rights due diligence indicators, a significant number of companies have scored poorly, many scoring zero on all five indicators. We are concerned that a lack of public communication on human rights suggests these companies have not assessed associated risks or determined how best to mitigate them.

¹ The CHRB is part of the World Benchmarking Alliance and ranks the largest publicly traded companies in the world on a set of human rights indicators with the goal of improving corporate human rights performance.
² The OECD guidance on Responsible Business Conduct for Institutional Investors calls on institutional investors to identify, assess, and address human rights risks connected with their investment activities.
We are therefore calling on companies to demonstrate respect for human rights by publicly disclosing the following:

1. Your processes to identify and assess adverse human rights risks and impacts in your operations and throughout your business relationships, including throughout your supply chain;
2. Your processes for prioritizing your salient human rights issues, meaning the most severe impacts on people connected to your business;
3. Your salient human rights impacts, including impacts in the supply chain;
4. Your actions to prevent, mitigate, and remediate adverse impacts in relation to your salient human rights issues, and how these actions apply across your value chain; and
5. Your approach to tracking the actions taken, how those actions are evaluated and revised for effectiveness, and the effectiveness of your approaches in addressing those adverse impacts.

A company’s public communication on these factors will impact its score on the CHRB ranking, and more importantly provides the undersigned with insight into how a company is meaningfully working to fulfill its responsibility to respect human rights.

We encourage all companies to report on the requested disclosures and to be an industry leader in the area of human rights due diligence. We look forward to your response, and learning more about your approach to human rights in the forthcoming assessment.

Sincerely,
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